
Chapter- IX 

Credit Strategy for Agricultural Development 

9.1 Rural Credit in Bangladesh 

As the oldest and most widely practised occupation ·in human society, agriculture has been the backbone 
of economic development since the dawn of civilization. Development of the agricultural sector is of 
paramount importance, not merely because it provides food, fodder and other agro-products to a growing 
population, but also because it ensures a strong raw material base for industry. This is true also in Bangladesh. 
which is predominantly a rural nation with a large rural population that is mostly dependent on agriculture. 
Agriculture contributes around a third of the GDP and 30 percent of exports, employing 6 out of every 10 
workers in Bangladesh, and also meets the food requirements of the country. As a result of this, agricultural 
programmes have been accorded the highest priority by the Government of Bangladesh, since no other 
development programme can succeed without assured food supplies for the nation. 

The scope for further extension of the area under agriculture in Bangladesh is negligible since nearly 
all cultivable lan9 is already under cultivation. Introduction of modem scientific methods of agriculture on 
a wider scale is the only way to increase agricultural production. However, the adoption of modem agricultural 
technology involves huge capital investments. Improved cropping practices such as multiple cropping and 
crop rotation that can multiply agricultural yields, also require credit outlays. Thus the provision of technical 
extension services alone cannot attract farmers to modem agricultural methods. The shift from low-technology 
traditional agriculture to more expensive but highly productive modem agriculture requires a large amount 
of financial support for purchase of the package ofHYVseeds, chemical fertilizers and pesticides. irrigation 
water and energy. 

It is in this context that the agricultural credit situation in Bangladesh and the present role of credit 
institutions like the formal-sector banks has to be examined. No credible attempt has yet been made to 
study the particular credit problems of smaii and marginal farmers, who constitute nearly 80 percent of the 
farming population of the country. In view of these critical factors, the present study acquires topical rele\·ance. 

The broad objective behind the study has been to criticaiiy examine the agricultural credit perfom1ance 
of formal-sector banks in Bangladesh with particular reference to the credit flow to small and marginal 
farmers. In meeting this objective, the study has reviewed the structure of the rural economy and rural 
financial markets in Bangladesh. It has analysed the agricultural credit situation prevailing in Bangladesh. 
in the light of the failures of formal-sector banks to meet agricultural credit needs in the country. It has 
highlighted the need for incorporating small and marginal farmers into special programmes for agricultural 
credit. It has also sought to identify the problems currently encountered by the banks and their rural borrowers 
during the disbursement of agricultural credit. From the insights gained ·through this study, several policy 
measures are suggested that will improve the present agricultural credit situation in Bangladesh. 

The secondary data used in assessing the broad issues pertaining to banking and agricultural credit in 
Bangladesh were collected from official publications of the Government of Bangladesh and Yarious 
institutional reports, bank manuals and guidelines and documents provided by different bank branches. in 
addition to the sources found in the literature. Primary data for the study were coiiected from ledger 
information on credit disbursements and recoveries at the formal banking branches and from micro le\·e] 
field surveys ofbanking personnel and farmers in the study area. The area chosen for intensive micro study 
as a typical representative of the agricultural areas of the country was the upazila ofDaudkandi in Camilla 
district in eastern Bangladesh. 

The micro study included branch surveys of formal-sector bank operations, personnel interviews with 
branch and divisional bank officials, and village census and sample surveys. of farmers living in the area to 
identify agricultural credit problems from both the supply side and the demand side. The two-stage sampling 
process during the village surveys brought focus to bear on the credit difficulties of small and marginal 
farmers, who constitute the most critical segment in the farm population and in the RFMs of Bangladesh. 
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The surveys generated rich information on the socioeconomic background farn1ers and the nature offarn1inu 
~ c 

in the study region, including present cropping patterns followed, agricultural costs and producti\·ity and 
the fanners' consequent need for credit support. Perceptual differences between bankers and borrowers 
about the current difficulties faced in agricultural credit transactions were strongly brought out by the empirical 
study. 

Institutional credit to the agricultural sector in Bangladesh has been increasing since, the mid-1970s. 
Three principal credit sources, naf!!elyforma/ and semi-formal institutions and informal credit agents presently 
provide the Bangladesh farmers with agricultural credit. The formal credit sector includes the government
owned and specialize_d banks, commercial banks, credit bureaus and so on. The semi-formal sector includes 
autonomous credit institutions like the Grameen Bank and NGO micro credit programmes which cater to 
the special credit needs of the rural areas. The informal credit agents are a mix of professional and personal 
sources including moneylenders and traders, village shopkeepers, landlords and rich farmers, as well as the 
relatives and friends of the borrowers. 

The overall performance of RFMs in Bangladesh till today has not been impressive. The outreach of 
the formal credit sector to rural areas has been found .to be very poor. It is also seen that formal-sector 
banking institutions generally cater only to rich and 'bankable' borrowers who possess collateral and other 
tangible assets and are consequently deemed to be better credit risks. Although on the other hand, the semi
formal credit agencies and institutions have been relatively successful in reaching the rural poor, they offer 
a limited range of credit services and do not generally address the problem of financing agriculture. Moreover. 
the investment patterns of the semi-formal credit programmes are directed more towards sectoral activities 
than towards individual credit needs and are hence mainly disbursed in financing nonagricultural activities. 
Though, for these reasons, the informal credit market continues to play an important part of the financial 
system in Bangladesh, it remains unorganised, fragmented and exploitative. Informal credit support is 
generally inadequate and is only available at excessive interest rates. Thus while normal rates of interest 
charged in formal credit markets in the country do not exceed 17.5 percent p.a., the rates on credit drawn 
from informal sources range between 50-100 percent p.a., and may occasionally go up to 150 percent or 
even more. 

Thus an urgent need exists to provide agricultural credit to the Bangladesh farmers on level terms. 
which can only be accomplished by revamping the agricultural credit programs of the formal sector banks. 
This has been the main justification for conducting this evaluative study of the performance of formal
sector banks in the agricultural credit markets of the country, with the aim of identifying the reasons behind 
their poor performance and suggesting ways to improve the present agricultural credit situation. As a poor 
country with rich agroclimatic resources, Bangladesh has the potential to develop around a strong agricultural 
economy if the credit needs of its fanning sector can be met fairly and equitably. The social benefits that this 
will extend to the rural people by removing poverty from their midst and giving them a decent quality of life 
are enough of a reason for a policy review to be made. 

The main consequence of the Government policies instituted after the liberation of Bangladesh in 
1971 for the aggressive expansion of rural banking in the country has been a quantum expansion in the 
banking network of the nationalised commercial banks [NCBs]. Thus· over the 20-year period between 
1978-79 and 1998-99, the number ofbranches of the formal-sector banks has risen from 3261 to 5973, with 
more than 8 new branches being added for every 10 branches that had existed in 1978-79. The primary 
impact of the expansion ofbanking has been th'e progressive monetisation of the Bangladesh economy. with 
broad money [M

2
] expanding by Tk.54 735 crore between 1972-73 and 1997-98, accompanying the increase 

in scheduled bank deposits by Tk.51 033 crore. Total credit issues by the scheduled banks increased by 
Tk.43533 .55 crore over the period, indicating that these deposits were being underutilised. In 1972-7 3. the 
overall credit-deposit ratio [CDR] for the Bangladesh economy was just over 76 percent. While it stood at 
around 85 percent in 1997-98, indicating that the rate of credit issues by the Bangladesh banking system had 
improved over the period, the CDR had consistently exceeded 90 percent during the 1980s. indicating that 
the efficiency of the forn1al credit sector has actually declined after 1991. Since 1994, the amount of 
undisbursed deposits in the hands ofthe banks has exceeded Tk.7100 cror~ each year. 

The main source of increase in bank dep'osits has been the growth of term deposits which multiplied 
more than fifteen-fold between 1980-81 and 1996-97. However, there has also been sharp growth in saYings 
deposits during the 1990s at levels that have consistently exceeded 12 percent p.a. indicating that the small 
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savings of ordinary rural depositors have also contributed significantly to the overall liquidity of the financial 
system in Bangladesh. Evidently, this has not been matched by an equivalent flow of formal credit to the 
rural sector. 

9.2 Present Problems of Agricultural Credi.t 

The economy ofBangladesh has witnessed a mismatch between bank lending and deposit programmes. 
In ratio-terms, the overall flow of institutional credit advances to rural areas has significantly decreased 
although the rates of deposit collection have increased considerably. The divisional allocations of financial 
resources by the banking system between 1993-95 show that the growth of bank deposits has outstripped 
the growth in bank advances in most regions of the country. The two administrative regions that absorb 
most of the institutional credit advances in terms of volume are Dhaka Division and Chitta gong Division. 
Thus while these regions also make significant contributions to bank deposits, they absorb the lion's share 
of the credit advances disbursed by the formal credit sector. In both divisions, the greatest magnitude of 
bank transactions occurs in urban areas, where potential commercial opportunities abound. 

Credit-deposit ratios in the urban areas of Bangladesh thus consistently exceed 85 percent. The 
corresponding CDR ratios for rural areas in the country as a whole are barely over 75 percent. In the rural 
areas of Chittagong Division, which include most of Comilla district, the rural CDR ratios are well below 
40 percent. This points strongly to the urban bias offormal credit operations in Bangladesh, as a consequence 
of which banking deposits mobilised from rural areas are constantly funneled into institutional credit 
operations in the divisional headquarters and ultimately to the country's major urban centres. While these 
urban centres are a good source of institutional credit demand because of the diversity in their economic 
activities, the fact remains that the rural savings which are mobilised from minor capital formation by the 
nation's farmers are used to subsidise nonagricultural credit in the urban centres. At the same time. the 
farmers constantly experience a capital shortage and have to seek expensive credit solutions in the infom1al 
credit market. 

Wide variations are noticed in the estimation of agricultural credit needs in Bangladesh. In 1977 -IS. 
the Government of Bangladesh had estimated the agricultural credit needs at around Tk.3 75 crore p.a .. of 
which only 46 percent was being supplied fron1 institutional sources. Another calculation in 1979-80. \\·hich 
was based on the area under cultivation in the country estimated the agricultural credit need at around 
Tk.1118 crore. Under this calculation, only about 24 percent of the annual agricultural credit needs were 
being met from institutional sources. Th'e joint review of the agricultural credit situation conducted by the 
World Bank and the Government of Bangladesh and the World Bank in 1990 estimated the agricultural 
credit needs at Tk.1650 crore. The actual disbursement of institutional credit of around Tk.596 crore that 
year amounted to 36 percent of estimated need. 

Studies ofRFMs in Bangladesh have found that institutional sources meet between 8-28 percent of 
the credit needs of the rural population. The share ofthe institutional sources in agricultural credit has not 
shown a spectacular increase either over the last two decades. It is seen on the other hand. that urban 
industry and commerce absorb around 57 percent of all institutional credit advances while contributing 
only 21 percent to GDP. In spite of increased institutional allocations under the special agricultural credit 
programmes, the disbursement of agricultural credit has been low because the formal sector banks ha\·e 
proved unable to meet their allocated agricultural credit targets. The most important reasons behind the 
poor disbursements of agricultural credit are lengthy procedures and paperwork involved in processing 
institutional loans, which prove prejudicial to the credit needs of a time-bound activity like agriculture. 
Other institutional formalities add to complexities of the formal credit sector. 

It is often argued that formal banking institutions which function within a framework of financial 
regulations are dissuaded from participating effectively in RFMs because of the high rates ofloan-default 
that occur in rural areas. In Bangladesh, it was seen during 1974-75 and 1975-76, when the programme of 
institutional credit to support was just commencing, that the recovery rate on agricultural credit stood at 
around 100 percent. After declining to around 50 percent during the early 1980s, the recovery rates climbed 
again to 75 percent or more during the 1990s. Although the amount of agricultural credit outstanding has 
increased in physical terms, the proportion ofloans outstanding has declined steadily through recent years. 
while current recoveries have also improved. Rather than the unreliability of borrowers, it is often the 
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human inefficiencies of banking personnel as well as the frequent rescheduling or outright \\·ai\-er of 
outstanding agricultural loans that lies at the genesis ofthe rural loan-default problem. 

The credit needs of small and marginal fam1ers who constitute 80 percent of the fam1ing population in 
Bangladesh are not being served presently by the fmmal banking system. These fam1ers live at bare subsistence 
or marginal levels. They lack enough land to pledge as collateral, and either have limited education or are 
illiterate. The formal credit institutions therefore; do not perceive them as creditworthy borr()wers. The 
credit perfonnance of the formal sector banks therefore remains poor in tem1s of its rural outreach. \\·hile 
only 17 percent of the small farmers in Bangladesh have direct access to institutional agricultural credit. 

As the Govemment of Bangladesh continues to strive towards providing adequate agricultural credit 
to farmers, the formal sector banks including the NCBs, BKB, BSBL and RAKUB are directly im·o[\·ed in 
the provision of agricultural credit under policy guidelines from the Bangladesh Bank. While all banks 
participate in these special agricultural credit programmes, the disbursement made under different subsectors 
in 1997-98 show that the bulk of institutional credit disbursements are made for crop loans and nonagricultural 
purposes. The proportion allocated to medium term credit for the purchase of agricultural machinery and 
irrigation equipment is almost negligible by comparison. Even then the overall disbursement targets are not 
being met. Policy changes at the level of the Bangladesh Bank encourage such tendencies. The policy 
switch from the refinancing of agricultural credit to the rediscounting of agricultural loans issued by the 
general banking institutions has reduced the social obligations on the NCBs to participate actively in 
agricultural lending. Instead, their participation has become more voluntary in nature and has resulted in a 
sharp decline in agricultural credit refinancing from the level ofTk.631.23 crore in 1983-84 to Tk.287.36 
crore in 1988-89 and to only Tk.165.1 crore in 1997-98. While the refinancing facility remains in place for 
specialised agricultural credit institutions like BKB and RAKUB, the fact of the matter is that the financial 
breadth of the NCBs can hardly be matched by the limited credit operations of these specialised institutions. 

Following the liberalisation of credit policies in 1984, the trends in agricultural credit disbursements 
by the NCBs, including Sonali Bank, Agrani Bank and Janata Bank, have been rather disappointing. While 
disbursements have grown in absolute terms with the spread of the branch network and gro\vth in the 0\·erall 
volume of banking transactions in Bangladesh, they constitute a relatively minor part of the NCB lending 
portfolios. The credit targets set for agricultural credit disbursements by the NCBs have also consistently 
remained unmet. As a result the specialised agricultural banks. namely BKB and RAKUB. continue to be 
the main sources for agricultural credit, while the credit disbursements of the NCBs are focused on trade 
and industry. Three continuing problems are observed in the prevailing ·agricultural situation in Banglade~h: 

(a) the huge volume of deposits mobilised by formal-sector banks from rural areas are not matched 
by equivalent flows of credit to these regions 

(b) the capacity of the specialised banking institutions to lend to agriculture is circumscribed by their 
smaller branch networks and limited deposit base 

(c) the large lending capacity of the NCBs.does not benefit agricultural activity. primarily because of 
the unwillingness of the NCBs to lend to the farmers 

Although loan outstandings have been mounting, because of the past burden ofbad debt carried by the 
NCBs, little evidence of poor recovery rates is found in the case of direct current lending to agriculture. 
since BKB and RAKUB report fairly creditable loan recovery rates. Hence the reluctance of the NCBs to 
lend to agriculture cannot merely be explained by potential debt default and lender's risks. To understand 
the agricultural credit situation more closely, an intensive empirical study was undertaken in the upazila of 
Daudkandi in Co milia district. The purposes of this study were 

(a) to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the RFMs in the study region 

(b) to assess the relative agricultural credit performance of formal-sector banks at branch-lew!. and 

(c) to identify the prudential and procedural reasons that underlie the poor agricultural credit 
perfom1ance of formal-sector NCBs 
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9.3 Efficiency of RFMs 

Four formal-sector banks, including BKB and the three NCBs serve Daudkandi upazila. through a 
combined network of 14 branches. Each branch thus serves an average of33 villages. The three NCBs had 
the highest number of branches as a whole and their rural branch network was stronger than their urban and 
semi-urban branch network. The principal fom1 in which agricultural credit was being provided in Daudkandi 
upazila comprised short-te1m agricultural loans. Livestock loans were also being sanctioned to a limited 
extent, while medium term credit for irrigation and equipment purchases was negligible~ Medium-term 
credit assistance is still being chanelled through BKB, without any involvement from the NCBs. As the 
only specialised bank serving Daudkandi upazila, BKB also displayed the highest CDR ratios. Credit issue 
by the NCBs were rather poor, with more funds being mobilised than were being disbursed. Although the 
rural branch networks of the NCBs were larger, a large proportion of transactions occurred through their 
main branches located at Daudkandi. Thus more credit was released by the bank branches located the 
upazila headquarters, than at the rural branches. These higher credit releases usually matched better recovery 
rates on loans. 

The BKB branches functioned with lower staffing than the NCBs. Consequently, customer loads on 
BKB branch staff were hi~her. But although more small depositor accounts were being maintained at the 
rural branches of the NCBs, more bank staff were posted at their Daudkandi branches. With much smaller 
postings of branch staff, BKB was able to generate better rates ofloan recovery. Consequently, its ability to 
recycle and disburse new credit was high. A considerable part of staff activity at the Daudkandi NCB 
branches also went into accounting and inter-bank transactions, as a result of which NCB staffing patterns 
bore little relation to small deposits or advances. The deployment ofmore staff at semi-urban branches bore 
some relation to the higher handling of current deposits at these branches. NCB staffing bore little relation 
to the number of customer accounts or term deposits handled at the branch, but was related quite closely to 
the number of savings accounts held by the branch. 

The bankers' opinion surveys revealed that the social and economic position held by the borrO\\'er was 
usually the single most important criterion for the approval ofloans. Collateral sufficiency occupied second 
place, implying that the identification of the loan applicant as a member of the rural elite was sufficient to 
outweigh all collateral considerations. As far as the bankers were concerned, social or political position 
thus became the best guarantor of creditworthiness. The principal reason for loan rejection was usually the 
prior default record of the client. However, lack of collateral on the part of the applicants as well as general 
banker dissati faction with them was also sufficient to rule out their receipt of credit. 

The inability of formal-sector banks to supply credit to the agricultural sector in adequate amounts 
ensured that more credit was available for the use of the industrial and commercial sectors of the economy. 
While the potential for easy supervision ofloans was the most important reason cited by bankers for preferring 
industrial credit, political pressure for sanctioning industrial loans was also acknowledged toexist in many 
cases. The weaknesses of institutional RFMs were ascribed by the bankers to the lack of infom1ation and 
collateral among rura:J borrowers, and their anticipation of poor debt repayment by rural borrowers. The 
reluctance of formal-sector banks to lend to the agricultural sector was mainly attributed to the failure of 
rural borrowers to adhere to repayment schedules. 

Most bankers believed that institutional improvements which could be implemented administratiYely 
were the bef;it means for improving the working of RFMs. The need for operational autonomy and loan 
supervision through better human resource deployment at branch level was acknowledged by the bankers. 
However, divisional and regional officers who presently determine the fund allocation to rural credit did 
not support the idea ofbranch autonomy. This points to a curious dichotomy between the perceptions of 
bank personnel at field and divisional levels. Whi'le the former, who are better acquainted \\'ith the credit 
needs of their area, believe that the working of RFMs can be improved if the branches are allo\\·ed local 
discretion on agricultural credit matters, the mindset of the latter is preoccupied with the need for coordinating. 
credit operations over many branches. In this situation, it is only inevitable that the credit\\'orthiness of 
borrowers is being judged from a distance on 'security' considerations, rather than from personal inforn1ation 
about the creditworthiness of the borrower obtained from the field. As a result, many loan applicants from 
among the: smaller farmers who possess the ability to employ agricultural credit effectively and efficiently. 
find their.applications rejected by the banks. 
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It was also observed that the shortcomings of RFMs are common to all participating institutions. 
While differences exist between institutions in interest rates and loan charges. and also in their lendino 

~ . ~ 

capacity, terms and conditions and procedures followed, problems relating to limited fund allocations, poor 
loan supervision and lack of general institutional coordination are common among all formal-sector banks. 
Consequently, there is reluctance among NCBs to increase their commitments to the agricultural credit 
sector which presently amount to much less than 10 percent of their loanable funds. Spec,ialised banking 
institutions like BKB and BSBL have limited internal resources and cannot undertake lending operations 
withOLit bmTowed funds from the Bangladesh Bank. The launching of special agricultural credit programmes 
for political gain, without proper advance planning and implementation has not been the right way to increase 
the volume of agricultural credit, since it can also encourages delinquency among the borrowers. 

9.4 Inferences from the Study 

Rural finance programmes cover two distinct segments within the rural population. Agricultural finance 
is needed by the farm population for increasing agricultural production, which has been accorded high 
priority in Bangladesh. Nonagricultural finance is needed to increase incomes, savings and self-employment 
opportunities among the rural poor. In Bangladesh, the latter need is being adequately served by semi
fom1al and informal credit sources. However, agricultural finance cannot be taken care of appropriately by 
semi-formal credit sources and the NGOs, since its funding requirements are huge. Informal credit is easily 
accessible to farmers. It is provided at their doorstep and is free of procedural formalities. However, informal 
credit is highly disorganised and carries exorbitant interest charges, which impose intolerable debt burdens 
on poorer farmers. Thus credit from the informal sector does not offer a viable solution for small and 
marginal farmers of Bangladesh. While cheaper institutional credit is available from formal-secto~ banks. 
its volume is still limited and carries statutory conditions. Even so, greater involvement of formal banking 
institutions in the RFMs of Bangladesh will be essential to releas~ the nation's farmers from the clutches of
the professional moneylending trade. 

The growth of the banking system in Bangladesh has not brought about substantial improYement in 
rural credit over the past 30 years. Although nationalisation of commercial banks and branch expansion into 
rural areas has been achieved, and the banks consequently show better deposit mobilisation and credit 
disbursement, the banking system in Bangladesh is still underdeveloped. Problems like unrecoverable loans. 
inadequate regulation, political interference and bad management persist within the system, while a large 
amount of funds collected from the depositors remain idle in the banks. The tendepcy has therefore grom1 
to shift institutional funds from rural areas where credit demand is low to the w-ban areas where credit 
demand is high. This goes against the interests of agricultural credit development in Bangladesh. 

Efficient administration of agricultural credit depends on correct assessment of actual credit 
requirements. The present share of agricultural credit in total credit disbursement through banking institutions 
is poor, and the banks do not fulfil their annual agricultural credit targets. Perversely, this also implies that 
the flow of institutional funds into agricultural finance is not adequate, pointing to deficiencies in the credit 
norms practised by the formal-sector banks. The credit policy norms set by the Government and Bangladesh 
Bank are not properly implemented when disbursing agricultural credit. More credit in fact flows into the 
commercial.sectors than to agriculture, which is not conducive to development in a poor rural country like 
Bangladesh. 

The appropriate interest rate policy for the development of rural areas has been a widely debated issue 
in Bangladesh. The formulation of interest policy rests on economic criteria as well as social and political 
factoi·s. From the lenders' point of view, interest rates must be adequate to cover the costs of credit. including 
the costs of credit administration, the margin of bad debt and a profit markup. For the rural borro,,·ers. credit 
is used as the means for generating agricultural income. Hence, if a large part of their incremental income 
has to be expended in servicing debt, their incentive to borrow and invest on agricultural impro,·ement 
vanishes. A valid argument thus appears for credit subsidies and differential interest rates according to the 
loan-size or the socioeconomic status ofborrowers. Such an interest policy c·an realise much larger goals for 
the economic development of Bangladesh, by facilitating rapid growth in the agricultural sector. 

As revealed by the bankers' survey, credit-eligibility norms and various procedural factors are critical 
to the approval or rejection of rlll:alloan-applications by the banking institutions. Such problems commonly 
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occur in the NCBs as well as the specialised agricultural banks. Banker:s tend to identify collateral sufficiency 
of the loan applicant closely with his social status. Thus, apart from usual prudential criteria, the individual 
attitudes ofbank officials play an important part in determining the extension of rural credit. Identification 
of creditworthiness with the social. position of the borrower is particularly common among field-level 
banking personnel. Because of inconsistent treatment of loan applications by bank personnel, the major 
benefits of agricultural credit programmes accrue solely to elite and affluent sections in the rural population. 
Small and marginal farmers do not get easy credit access to the formal-sector banks because of rigid attitudes 
among bank officials. Operational difficulties arising from political interference, pressure for meeting credit 
targets, legal weaknesses and frequent debt-writeoffs are also commonly encountered by the banks. 

A summary look can thus be taken at the two sides of the RFM that has been studied during empirical 
investigation. It has been seen that agricultura~ credit flows on the supply side of the RFM are not hindered 
by the paucity of loanable funds. The secondary study had revealed earlier that the banks, particularly the 
NCBs, maintain large undistributed fund balances, while not meeting their targets for agricultural credit 
disbursement. The problems on the supply side of the RFM are therefore procedural and reflect the general 
aversion of fonnal-sector banks, particularly the NCBs, towards the credit needs of rural borrowers in 
Bangladesh. Secondary information has shown earlier that the recovery rates on current agricultural borrowing 
are not poor. Hence the aversion to rural lending cannot be related to risk. The principal reasons cited by 
bankers for their aversion to agricultural credit are 

(a) lack of borrower awareness [NCBs] 

(b) lack o(borrower collateral [Specialised Banks] 

No evidence has emerged that strongly links low institutional preferences for agricultural credit to 
fund insufficiency or high service costs. The response pattern of the institutional lenders is interesting. 
Specialised institutions like BKB do see a large offtake on their loans. Their inability to provide credit 
services to farmers in greater number is ascribed to the lack of collateral. Even though collateral is not 
required on short term loans, the institutional decisions on the creditworthiness of rural borrowers are still 

·influenced by the possession of collateral security. Conversely, the NCBs hold large balances of funds 
which they are unwilling to lend through RFMs. They therefore cite the absence of credit awareness and 
credit demand from borrowers as the reason for their failure to meet the agricultural credit needs of fam1ers. 
In the case of medium and longterm credit to the agricultural sector, where collateral is legally needed. the 
failure of the formal-sector banks to lend is safely ascribed to the inability of fam1ers to fulfil the legal 
norms for loans. 

The formal credit institutions cite poor rural debt recoveries as one of the principal causes of their 
aversion to lending on RFMs. The reasons they ascribe for this are 

(a) inability of borrowers to meet repayment schedules 

(b) legal weaknesses in the system for debt recovery 

They thus place rural and urban financial markets on the same footing while deciding to lend. Since 
debt default is as likely to occur among urban bonowers ~s among rural borrowers, and the legal frame\\·orks 
for debt recovery are t{le same, more stress has to be given to the first reason. The inability of rural borrowers 
to meet repayment schedules is tied up with the nature of agricultural activity. Income from agricultural 
does not flow in a steady stream, but is generated in discrete amounts at the end of the crop season. Fom1al 
credit institutions like the NCBs lend to both the urban and rural sectors. Hence it is obvious that lending to 
rural financial markets would lock in funds for specified periods ofupto three months, which they can lend 
more easily to the urban sector to generate a steady stream ofbanking profits. It is thus very difficult for the 
same formal credit institution to lend equitably on both rural and urban financial markets, unless some 
mode for refinancing mral credit exists. The specialised agricultural banks fare better in this respect although 
their sources of funds are limited. An arrangement could be potentially worked out whereby the NCBs 
could lend in bulk amounts to institutions like BKB, and leave the actual disbursement of rural credit to 
individual farmers to the specialised institutions. 

In any case, the main causes for poor debt recovery are rooted outside direct banking activities. and lie 
in the weaknesses of the legal system and in .frequent political intervention. The high frequency of loan 
default is the only major operational problem faced by the formal credit institutions in RFMs. The other 
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problems cited by h;1nkcrs arc cithn procedural or institutional, and include inl!:rnal problems like poor 
personnel motivation. No hanker believes that operational problems like low fund availability or low loan 
demand arc reasons for the poor perfmmancc of RFMs. 

The major policy changes that need to be made to remove institutional weaknesses from the agricultural 
credit system include the rcdcl"inition nfborrowercreditworthincss in unambiguous terms that the banks arc 
legally commillcd to follow. J\s seen in the colonial history or banking in Bangladesh. the origins or the 
collateral system lay in the need or agricultural lending institutions for loan security when the value or the 
agricultural land held under title was deemed insufficient. Banking at the time had no development goals. 
and limited attention was thus given to the proper dcf'intion of creditworthiness. Pledging of the land held 
under title was held to be proof of the borrower's ability to repay, and the threat of seizure of land was a 
sufficiently strong inducement or ensuring repayment. . 

Institutional rethinking on the de!inition of creditworthiness commenced when national credit policies 
were being formulated for independent Bangladesh. Hence the need for collateral was replaced by provision 
of personal surety by the borrower in the case of short-term agricultural credit. J\s such. the su!Ticicncy or 
insufficiency of collateral now has no legal bearing on short-term lending to the agricultural sector. Hence. 
continued insistence on borrower collateral in this changed context results from the inability of the agricultural 
credit institutions to find a satisfactory criterion for redefining borrower credit worthiness. The economic 
literature on rural credit markets suggests that this continuing arrangement results from incomplete infonm1tion 
to the lender institutions about their lending risks. In the semi-formal and informal credit sectors. such 
lender risks are offset by charging a risk premium as a markup on the normal interest charges on loans. Such 
a method is counterproductive in the case of agriculture, since it drives efficient borrowers away from the 
RFMs. 

Under development banking, the onus on lenders is to inform themselves adequately about the 
creditworthiness of their borrowers. Collateral arrangements are not a proof of creditworthiness, but a proo r 
of asset-holding among farm families. Since the objective of Government policies in Bangladesh is to upli n 
the rural poor through agricultural development, credit has to be allocated efficiently rather than secui-ely. 
In this light, it becomes obvious that the nation's small and marginal farmers, who provide striking evidence 
of smal 1- farm efficiency because of their hard work and remarkable agricultural skills, constitute the most 
valuable human resource· for Bangladesh. Just as Grameen Bank and the NGOs have done through their 
micro credit programmes in the non-farm sector, the formal-sector banks must leam to put faith in the rural 
poor and Iibera lise their credit support to small and marginal farmers·_ Creditworthiness needs to be redefined 
as the ability of a borrower to utilise credit efficiently, which will ultimately also give him the ability to 
repay. Creditworthiness in these terms can easily be assessed from the repayment-records of borrowers and 
the uses to which credit received is committed. 

The empirical study has also shown that rural borrowers from villages like Maligaon encounter number 
of problems in obtaining agricultural credit from the formal sector banks. Complicated loaiYdisbursement 
procedures, disparities between the actual input costs and those stipulated by the credit norms, inadequacy 
in the amount of credit sanctioned and delay in its disbursement, as well as the high collateral security 
demands and unfair practices of the bank functionaries or intermediary credit agents are among the principal 
problems faced by farmers in obtaining agricultural credit from the banks. 

The main credit needs of rural borrowers in Bangladesh arise because of their need to finance purchases 
of agro inputs. Such credit needs are common among all farmers whose land units can support intensive 
agriculture, whether through applications of technology or high labour inputs. Thus crop credit needs are 
equally high among smaller as well as larger farmers in Bangladesh. While the need for supporting capital 
equipment is confined to medium and large farmers, credit support is also needed by small and marginal 
farmers to meet subsistence needs. 

The main difficulties presently faced by farmers in securing agricultural credit from formal-sector 

banks relate to 

(a) the long institutional procedures to be followed by loan applicants. 

(b) the lack of information about institutional credit schemes 

While these difficulties could be easily resolved if the banking institutions adopted a helpCul attitude 
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whik dealing with rural borrowers, most f~lrlllcrs f~1cc a lack of' cooperation rrom hank personnel when 
seeking agricultural loans. Since the loan-amounts arc also limitcd and do not cover the actual ncdilnccds 

of the borrowers adequately, the rural loan applicants ofkn give up the chase and resort instead to multi
source borrowing to cover their credit needs. 

Many applicants from the small and marginal f~1rmcr group arc unable to obtain cheap institutional 
credit. Lacko!' collateral is usually cited as the principal reason. These l~1rmcrs !'eel that 

(a) the dirricult credit rules arc designed to block their access to credit 

(b) procedural delays in processing agricultural loans render the credit assistance in!'ructuous 

Such problems arc not encountered by farmers belonging to the medium and large groups, who draw 
the bulk of institutional credit. 1\griculturc, in the ultimate analysis, is based on the classic union between 

land, labour and capital for the purpose of production. In the present RFMs of Bangladesh, tying or capital 

and land occurs when farmers holding medium and large holdings corner the main benefits fi·om institutional 
credit. Their possession of land docs no\ renect greater productive cfTiciency but becomes an instrument of 

power in the RFMs of Bangladesh. 

9.5 Suggestions from the Study 
Bangladesh has the potential to develop in a manner that can bring sustained economic benefit to its 

farm population. Its land is fertile and its water and manpower resources are abundant. Donor support is 
also readily available in the form of loans and grants, as well as technical assistance. Even then, the full 
potential for agricultural development is not being realised. 

Agricultural development through institutional credit disbursement depends on careful selection o!' 
borrowers on the basis of their technical efficiency, honesty and integrity. This requires that bank officials 
should have adequate motivation to closely supervise the process of lending and borrower selection. Besides 
strict enforcement of repayment discipline, efficient RFMs also require uniformity in the lending procedures, 
interest charges and institutional coordination. Credit preferences should extend to small and marginal 

. farmers who constitute the majority of the farm population. While suitable legal provisions should be made 
by the Govemment to minimise delinquency and debt default, the mass of the rural population needs to be 
educated about the institutional credit system. Policy planners in Bangladesh should thus evaluate the 
agricultural credit situation continuously and provide. the nation with a sound credit system and sound 
credit institutions to accelerate agricultural development. 

Based on the findings and personal experiences gained during the present study, certain suggestions 
may be made towards improving the institutional working of RFMs in Bangladesh. 

Increased Credit Allocation: Present allocations of institutional credit are hardly adequate to 
meet agricultural credit needs. Institutional investment targets for agriculture should be 

raised, with the Bangladesh Bank returning to its earlier practice of refinancing all 
agricultural loans made by the formal-sector banks. No grounds exist for discriminating 
between specialised and general banking institutions in this respect. 

Earmarked Credit: The formal sector banks need to raise credit-deposit ratios in all rural areas 
substantially by earmarking credit. This simple measure will ensure that financial 
resources mobilised from rural areas are pl.oughed back into the development of the 
rural economy. 

Mobile Bankinr:: Continuing need exists to expand the rural banking network of the NCBs, since 
each rural branch presently serves between 30-50 villages on the average. In areas where 

low financial turnover and mounting personnel costs discourage such expansion, 

outstation credit services may be provided by mobile branches of formal credit 
institutions. Such rural banking services have already been launched by BKB, and their 
impact on the rural economy can be magnified through emulation by other banks. 



J>mceduml Assistw1ce: The loan disbursement procedures rc.>llowed by l(mmtl han king institutions 
arc too cumbersome to med the spot credit needs oragriculturc, and need simplirication. 
M6st rarmers in Bangladesh arc illiterate and need to be assisted while rilling-in 
application forms and complying with other bank procedures. i\n'open window' may be 
opened at banking institutions (particularly 13KI3) to assist l~m11ers in resolving credit
related problems in a friendly environment, that minimises the unl~1ir exploitation or 
borrowers by middlemen. 

Pro[essionalism in Banks: The power of political personalities and government limctionaries to 
inOuence loan disbursements and recoveries should be curbed. Political considerations 
should not enter the decision to write-ofT loans, and distress relicr decisions ~hould be 
separated from credit operations. While agricultural credit should now in required 
amounts, hastily planned credit progral11mes should be terminated to prevent misallocation 
of institutional funds. 

Decentralised Credit Planning: Close coordination between all rural lending institutions is necessary 
to promote efficient utilisation of credit. As a first step, a realistic and objective credit 
plan needs to be drawn up by the District Lead Bank. Necessary administrative help for 
this should be sought and made available at the direction of Government, from the Deputy 
Commissioner [DC] of each Zila and the Upazila Nirbahi Officer [UNO] of each upazila. 

Personnel Monitoring: The rural branches of the NCBs and BK.B should be staffed by experienced 
personnel with special training in agricultural credit operations. The number of loan 
applicants, borrowers and loan transactions to be handled at each branch should be related 
to the personnel strength at the branch, so that each loan transaction can be closely 
supervised and monitored. The deployment of supervisory personnel should be increased 
at the branch level. Arrangements should be made through means such as surprise 
inspections, etc., for proper monitoring of field activities and verification of the records 
maintained at the bank branches. Bank officials should not be assigned to a specific area 
for a long duration of time. Their deployment should be on a rotational basis that ensure 
checks and balances in credit administration. Adequate conveyance facilities should 
also be provided to every branch for establishing direct contact with borrowers and 
proper followup. 

Personnel Motivation: Bank officials need to stop considering their deployment at rural branches 
as punishment postings. Selection of personnel with the right calibre, from the existing 
official cadre can bring about tremendous change in rural banking in Bangladesh. Rural 
branch managers should be pragmatic, humane and free from all complexes, and should 
embody the abilities necessary to interpret the real objectives of rural· banking 
programmes. Above a·ll, they should be capable of understanding the local problems. 

Di((erential Interest Charges: The present scale of agricultural credit is tilted heavily in favour of 
large and medium farmers. Formal-sector banks should correct this imbalance by 
earmarking at least 40 percent of their agricultural lending formeeting the specific needs 
of small and marginal farmers. The lending institutions should also charge differential 
interest rates to improve the credit access of these farmers. A shift from security-oriented 
lending to credit-efficient lending should be made on the principle of the creditworthiness 
of borrowers to ensure that adequate credit· is available to support viable agricultural 
activities, in·espective of the class of farmers involved. 

Functional Autonomy: Branch officials should be given due autonomy so that they can work 
freely and can achieve credit targets. They should simultaneously be held responsible 
for the recovery of overdues. Suitable legal provisions should applied against delinquent 
borrowers, while provisions for strict disciplinary action should exist against delinquency 
on the part of bank personnel who are found to be engaged in bribery, corruption and 
other malpractices, or general misconduct. Bank officials at all levels should also be 
adequately rewarded and provided with incentives for good work. This would make 
bank personnel more professional and would improve loan recovery. 
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l.e!}(l/ .).II(J!Wr!: The ( iovcrnment should make a quick survey ol'the laws and procedures relating 
to the agricultural credit and revise those where updating is necessary. Bangladesh Bank. 
along with the NCI~s and I~KB, should jointly identify the prohkms encountered duri11g 
agricultural credit operations and otTer the Ciovernment a set ol' constructive proposals 
rnr remedial action. 

Horrnwer f:'du('{l/ion: Educating the mass ofilliterate !~1rmers through adult education programmes 
will be essential fiJr popularising rural institutional credit in Bangladesh. Within their 
existing fl·amework ol'rural credit operations, banks should organise rrequent awareness 
camps in consultation with the Union Parishads to educate f~1rmers on the advantages 
and the steps to be taken in the process or availing or institutional loans fi·om.l(mllal
seclor banks. 
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The suggestions that have resulted from the present study need proper evaluation and attention fl·om 
those concerned. 


